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Abstract 
Gruenhage, G., A note on the point-countable base question, Topology and its Applications 44 
(1992) 157-162. 
We show that a subspace X of a linearly ordered space has a point-countable base if? X satisfies 
open (G), i.e., one can assign to each x E X a countable collection a(x) of open sets such that 
if{x,,J,,,, converges to x E X, then l-I,,,_, %(x,,) contains a base at x. We also show that countably 
compact Hausdorff spaces satisfying open (G) are metrizable. 
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1. Introduction 
In [4], the authors ask if a certain property introduced there is equivalent to the 
existence of a point-countable base. This question seems to be becoming known as 
“the point-countable base question”. They call the property “open (G)” and define 
it like this. 
Definition 1.1. A space X satisfies (G) (respectively, open (G)) iff one can assign 
to each x E X a countable collection 93(x) of subsets of X (respectively, open 
neighborhoods of x) such that, given any neighborhood U of x, there exists an 
open neighborhood V= V(x, U) of x such that for every y E V, there is some 
BE !SS(y) with {x,y}c Bc U. 
For open (G), it is equivalent to say that the B(x) are such that whenever a 
sequence Ix,),,, converges to a point x, then the 93(xn) pick up a base for the 
limit point x. 
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Lemma 1.2. A space X satisfies open (G) @one can assign to each x E X a countable 
collection B(x) of open neighborhoods of x such that whenever x,+x, IJ,,, 93(x,,) 
contains a base at x. 
Proof. It is an easy exercise to show that the 93(x) which satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 1.2 also satisfy the conditions of Definition 1.1 and vice-versa. 0 
It is easy to see that any space with a point-countable base satisfies open (G): 
just let 93(x) be all members of a given point-countable base which contain x. So 
the point-countable base question is: Does every space satisfying open (G) have a 
point-countable base? In [4] it is shown that if 3(x) is always a decreasing base 
(in type w) at x, then in fact the space is metrizable. In [S] it is shown that if X 
satisfies (G), then X is hereditarily meta-Lindeliif; also that if X satisfies open (G), 
then X has a dense subspace with a point-countable base, and has a point-countable 
base if one of the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) X has density SK, ; 
(b) X is semi-stratifiable; 
(c) X is the locally countable union of subspaces having a point-countable base. 
It is also mentioned in [8] that P.J. Nyikos and A.W. Roscoe have shown that 
non-Archimedean spaces satisfying open (G) have a point-countable base. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that open (G) is equivalent to 
point-countable base in the class of generalized ordered (GO) spaces, i.e., subspaces 
of linearly ordered spaces. In particular, this generalizes the result of Nyikos and 
Roscoe mentioned above. We also obtain a generalization of(b) above which implies 
that compact Hausdorff spaces satisfying open (G) are metrizable. 
Originally, this paper gave a direct argument that GO-spaces satisfying open (G) 
have a point-countable base. We thank the referee for pointing out that this proof 
could be simplified and generalized in the following way. In [8], the authors show 
that a space has a point-countable base iff it satisfies open (G) and has a dense, 
point-countable, pointed open cover, i.e., there exists a set 9 of pairs (x, U) with 
x E X and U open such that {(x, U) E 9’: y E U} is countable for all y E X, and 
yE{X:yE UA(X, U)ECY}. 
We shall show that every GO-space satisfying (G) has a dense, point-countable, 
pointed open cover. (It is not known if this holds for all spaces satisfying (G).) 
All spaces are assumed to be at least T, . 
2. GO-spaces 
Before we embark on the proof of the main result, let us recall some facts about 
GO-spaces. First of all, X is a GO-space if and only if there is a linear order on X 
such that each x E X is either isolated, or has a base consisting of half-open intervals, 
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or a base consisting of open intervals [7]. Secondly, meta-Lindeliif GO-spaces are 
paracompact [l]. For easier referral, we state some further facts as lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1 (see [7, Theorem 4.11). Let X be any paracompact GO-space. Then there 
is an increasing (respectively, decreasing) well-ordered discrete set which is cofinal 
(respectively, coinitial) in X. 
Lemma 2.2 ([9], see [7]). Every paracompact GO-space X is a D-space, i.e., if V(x) 
is a neighborhood of x for all x E X, then there is a closed discrete subset D of X such 
that {V(x): x E D} covers X. 
Theorem 2.3. Every GO-space satisfying (G) has a dense, point-countable, pointed 
open cover. 
Proof. Let X be a GO-space, and let 93(x), x E X, satisfy the conditions of (G). We 
inductively construct an increasing sequence {Cm},,_ WI of closed subsets of X, and 
sets ID,),,,, and {Df>,c,,, such that for each (Y < w,, D, c 02 and 0: is (rela- 
tively) closed discrete in X\C,,. 
Begin by letting Co = D, = Dz = 0. Suppose C,, Ofi, and Di have been defined 
for all p < (Y. If (Y is a limit ordinal, let C, = IJ,, ~~ C,.Ifa=p+l,letC,=CpuD~. 
Define D, and 02 as follows. For each x E X\C,, let Z,,(x) be the convex 
component of X\C, containing x. Apply Lemma 2.2 to X\C,, to obtain a closed 
discrete (in X\C,,) set D, such that {V(x, In(x)): XE D_} covers X\C,. (Recall 
the definition of V(x, U) from Definition 1.1.) Let Z be a convex component of 
X\(C, u 0,). If the right endpoint of Z is a gap in X\C,, apply Lemma 2.1 to Z 
to obtain an increasing well-ordered discrete set D:(Z) cofinal in I; otherwise let 
Dz( I) = 0. Define D,(Z) similarly, and let D:(Z) = D;(Z) u Dz( I). Finally, let 
0; = D, u U {D:(Z): Z is a convex component of X\( C, u DC?)}. 
That completes the inductive construction. 
Let P=l._J,,,, Pi”,, where 9, is the set of all pairs (x, I) satisfying one of the 
following conditions: 
(a) Z is a convex component of X\( C, u D,) and x is its supremum or infimum. 
(Notice that these will not usually be contained in I. This does not matter.) 
(b) Z is a convex component of J\Dt(J), where J is a convex component of 
X\(C,, u D,), and x is the least point in D:(J) above I. 
(c) The analogue of (b) for D,(J). 
(d) x E 02 and Z is the convex component of x in (X\C,,+,) u {x}. 
Note that each pointy has at most six (x, I) E PC, with y E ZJ, and so P?‘,, is point-finite 
(in the sense that I{(x, I) E 9, : y E Z}] < w). 
Claim. X =U,,,, C,. 
the . 
w,T~V(x~~~~)): x E DO~a~~~erss?~~Ve 
P E X\u<?<W, CC,. For each (Y < 
so PE V(x,, Z,,(x,,)) for some x, E D,. 
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Therefore x, E B, c 1, (x,, ) for some B, E 3 ( p). There must exist /3 < (Y with BP = B,. 
But then xP E 1,(x,) n Dp c Z,(x,) n C, = 0, a contradiction. 
It follows easily from the claim and the fact that each P’, is point-finite that 9 
is point-countable. It remains to prove that P is dense, i.e., that for each x E X, we 
have 
xg{y: XE Ul\(y, U)EP}. 
If x is in any 02, then by (d) above, some (x, I) E P with x E I. If x is not in any 
0:) then the least ordinal A such that x E CA is a limit ordinal. There must exist a 
sequence {x,},, w converging to x with x, E C,,)>, a,, < A. Without loss of generality, 
x, <x for every n. Since x, E C,,, and X+Z CaPz u Dz,, , it follows easily from the 
definition of P’,,,, that x, 4 y, s x for some (y,, I,,) E P’,,, with x E 1,. Thus {y,},<, 
converges to x, and the result follows. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Every GO-space satisfying open (G) has a point-countable base. 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.3 and the result in [8] that X has a 
point-countable base iff X satisfies open (G) and has a dense, point-countable, 
pointed open cover. Indeed, following [8, proof of Lemma 21, if B(x), x E X, satisfies 
open (G), and P,, is as constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.3, then B = U,,,, Be 
is a point-countable base for X, where 
933,={InB:(x,I)~~‘,~B~~(x)}. q 
Remark. One easily shows that if s3, is as defined in the proof of Corollary 2.4, 
then for each CY <w,, IJo<, !B3, contains a base at all points of Up_ D?j, where 
0: is as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. This kind of structure, i.e., the point-countable 
base as a union of w , many subcollections ?Zfa and related in certain ways to discrete 
sets De, is possessed by any space with a point-countable base. This leaves some 
hope that the “global” idea of the above proof can be made to work for more 
general spaces. 
Proposition 2.5. Let X has a point-countable base. Then X = U,,,, D, and 92 = 
U u<w, S3, such that 
(i) UPC, 9Sfl contains a base at all points of UPC, Dp ; 
(ii) (U %lnUp, Lo 4 =0; 
(iii) D, is closed discrete in X\u,,,, Dfi. 
Proof. By standard arguments, there is a closed discrete set Do such that X, y E Do 
implies y&st(x,%)d~‘U{BE%:xxE} and X=UY.,est(x,%). Let &I= 
{B E 93: B n D, # 0). Let D, be discrete in X\D, such that x, y E D, implies y F? 
st(x, ~\~d and X\& = UxcD, st(x, a\?&,). Let %‘, = {BE 93\%‘3,: B n D, Z 0). 
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Suppose Do and %13, have been defined for all /? < (Y. Note that {BE 93: B n 
(U p<a Dp) # @} =lJp_ S3,. Let D,, be a closed discrete subset of X\U,,, Do 
such that x, y E D,, implies yg st(x, %l\ UP_ BP), and X\l.J,,, DP = 
U XC”, d-T %3\ up<, Bfl). Let 933,={B~%\Up_ 2Z13,: BnD,f@}. 
Suppose x E X\ U,,,, D, _ By the construction, x E U 9Z13, for each (Y < wl. But 
93mn.!B~~=(b for CY#CY’, so this contradicts the assumption that 93 is point- 
countable. 0 
3. P-spaces 
As mentioned in the introduction, it is shown in [8] that semi-stratifiable spaces 
satisfying open (G) have a point-countable base. We show that this result extends 
to the class of submetacompact P-spaces, a class of spaces which contains many 
of the so-called “generalized metric spaces”, e.g., semi-stratifiable spaces, paracom- 
pact p-spaces, and strong Z-spaces (see [6] or [S] for more information). In 
particular, our result implies that (countably) compact Hausdorff spaces satisfying 
open (G) are metrizable. 
Definition 3.1. A space (X, r) is a P-space if there is a function g : X x w + T such that 
(i) xEg(x,n) for all n<w; 
(ii) if y E g(x,, n) for all n < w, then {x,},,, has a cluster point. 
The proof of our result is actually just an easy modification of the proof of a 
result of Chaber [2], namely, that every P-space with a point-countable base has a 
base of countable order (BCO). We show that we can replace “point-countable 
base” with “open (G)” in Chaber’s theorem; the other results are easy corollaries 
of this one. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (X, T) be a &space satisfying open (G). Then (X, T) has a BCO. 
Proof. We will construct a function G: U,,, X” + T satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) G(0) =X; 
(4 G(s) = Uxc_x G(s^(x)) for all s E U,,,., X”; 
(iii) if x’=(x,,x,,...)EXW and pan,,_ G(x’)n), then {G(x’)n)},,, is a base 
at p. 
It then follows that (X, T) has a BCO (see [2] or [5]). 
Let g:X x w -+ T satisfy the conditions of Definition 3.1, and let {B(x) = 
{&(x)l,,J,,x satisfy the conditions of Definition 1.1. 
Let G(0) =X. Suppose G(s) has been defined for all s E X”; we want to define 
G(sYx)). 
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Fix s = (Xi);<n E X”, and XE X. If x+Z G(s), let G(s^(x)) =0. If XE G(s), take 
G(s^(x)) to be any open neighborhood of x contained in 
(i) g(x,j) for all jC n + 1; 
(ii) B,(x,) for all i,j < n such that XE Bj(xi). 
Suppose ZEX~ and pEn,,_ G(I( n). Then p E G((x,),, n) c g(x,, n), so the x, 
have a cluster point q. Let 0 be an arbitrary open set containing q. Since U now 3 (x,) 
contains a base at q, we can find i, j, i’, j’< w with i’> i +j and q E B,Jxj,) c B,(xi) c 0. 
Since X;,E B,(x;), G((x,, . . . , x,.)) c Bj(xi) c 0. It follows that q = p and { G(x 1 n)},,, 
is a base at p. q 
Corollary 3.3. Let X be a submetacompact P-space satisfying open (G). Then X is a 
developable space with a point-countable base. 
Proof. X is developable by Lemma 3.2 and the fact that submetacompact spaces 
having a BCO are developable [lo]. Developable meta-Lindeliif spaces clearly have 
a point-countable base. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a countably compact Hausdorfspace satisfying open (G). 
Then X is metrizable. 
Proof. Since X is countably compact and meta-Lindelof, X is compact. By Corollary 
3.3, X is developable, hence metrizable. 0 
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